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Copy number alteration S0 no-alteration no-alteration group of genes with no change in copy number S1.n* deletion deletion group of genes with housekeeping deletion throughout the tumor lineage S2.n* deletion no-deletion group of genes undergone natural selection during the tumor progression S3.n* no-deletion deletion group of genes newly altered during the tumor progression
Somatic mutation
M1.n* mutation mutation group of genes with housekeeping somatic mutation throughout the tumor lineage M2.n* mutation wild-type group of genes undergone natural selection during the tumor progression M3.n* wild-type mutation group of genes newly mutated during the tumor progression *n = 1,2,3,… (in order from biggest to smallest fraction of genes with deletion or mutation) TCGA-DB-5280, TCGA-DB-A4XC, TCGA-DU-5853, TCGA-DU-5871, TCGA-DU-5872, TCGA-DU-6395, TCGA-DU-6407,  TCGA-DU-7007, TCGA-DU-7008, TCGA-DU-7015, TCGA-DU-7301,  TCGA-DU-7306, TCGA-DU-8166, TCGA-DU-8167, TCGA-DU-A5TR, TCGA-DU-A5TU, TCGA-E1-5322, TCGA-FG-5965, TCGA-FG-6689, TCGA-FG-6690, TCGA-FG-8182, TCGA-FG-8188, TCGA -06-0128, TCGA-14-4157, TCGA-14-1456 , TCGA-06-0129, TCGA-06-2570 , TCGA-06-6389, TCGA-02-2483 , TCGA-15-1444 , TCGA-19-2629 , TCGA-26-1442 , TCGA-27-2521 Supplementary 
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